SW Regional Specialty, Ventura, California held July 07, 2011.
Judge: Mr. Fred C. Bassett

**Best of Breed**

GCH Titian’s Late Night (D), Suzanne Johnson, Terry McIntyre, and Carol Fredrick.

**Best of Winners**

Deanna’s See Spot Win (D), Alicia Adams and Alicia R. Adams.

**Best of Opposite Sex**

CH Arrow’s Sakura-Chan (B), Alan Rowley.

**Select Dog**

GCH Brevette Kid Incredible, Lauren Tapyrik and Jo Anne Ybaben.

**Select Bitch**

GCH Clear Sky Flora Dora, Susan Nikkel.

**Awards of Merit**

Not Listed.

**Winners Dog**

Deanna’s See Spot Win, Alicia Adams and Alicia R. Adams.

**Reserve Winners Dog**

Disyre Toon Town Mystical Memory, Diana Sayre, Susi Gleffe.

**Winners Bitch**

Blazen Marichin Rosa Maria, Sally S. Hill.
Reserve Winners Bitch

Clearlake Moonohadow at Summithill, Cynthia Pera and A. Pera.